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Why doesn't God DO something?  It's a common human cry when we see war, injustice, violence, disease -
any and all of the evils of this world.  Why doesn't God do something?

It isn't just this generation which has asked that question, even though with mass media we are probably more
aware than any generation before us of the scale and variety of human suffering in the world.  In Jesus day
people asked the very same question.  They wondered why God didn't do something to end the occupation of
their country by the Roman army.  Living under occupation is never easy, and although as conquerors go the
Romans were relatively benign - they didn't try to wipe out all the native people, for instance, or even take
them all captive to their own land - as the Babylonians had done centuries before - yet there were daily
difficulties and indignities to endure.  You never knew when you might be taken out of your way to carry a
Roman soldier's load for a mile in the wrong direction.  You never knew when taxes or a census might be
demanded.  You always had to be careful, especially in towns, in case any little dispute escalated and gave the
army an excuse to come at you.  Living like that is not satisfying: ask today's Palestinians.

And people asked why God didn't do something.  And people believed that God would do something, that he
would bring the Kingdom of God.  And the Kingdom of God would drive out all foreign powers and give
Israel its independence again, and no one would bother them any more: instead they would rule the nations
themselves.  The Kingdom of God would be a Jewish empire.

That was what people thought.  But it wasn't what Jesus thought.  Last week we heard him say "Listen, if you
have ears."  And he says it again today.  People who want God to intervene directly and specifically in the
details of life, bringing retribution, removing the possibility of people thinking for themselves need to grow
ears and listen.  People who cry out at the leniency of the sentence given to John Venables for current crimes,
because they cannot forgive his past; people who look on the suffering of a loved one and say "He doesn't
deserve this" need to grow ears and listen.  Because the kingdom of God is not about sudden action which
limits human possibility, and it is not about retribution.  It is not even about simple, unequivocal justice, the
way that we look at it.

The Kingdom of God is patient.  It is about waiting.

In today's parable, Jesus is painting a picture in broad strokes.  The man plants good seed.  Well, we've just
heard the parable of the sower, so we know what the good seed is, don't we - God's word.  Or is it?  Later,
when Jesus interprets the parable for us he says no, in this case the seed is the children of the kingdom.  And
so we are warned against thinking that Jesus told his parables in a kind of code, where if a thing means
something in one story it will always stand for that.  Parables are not a code to be cracked, they are stories that
teach.

The man sows the seed - there are children of the kingdom out there in the world.  In other words the kingdom
of God has begun already, and begun small, not with an event that is unmistakeable at the time.  But when the
seeds grow weeds are seen to grow as well.  Weeds were not planted, and the grower says "an enemy must
have done this."  It's a story!  We all know that you don't need to sow weeds on purpose: they just come of
themselves.  Likewise, if you leave the weeds along with your crop, you know and I know, that your crop will



become overwhelmed, because weeds, in real life, grow faster than things you plant - that seems to be a law
of the jungle.

But in this story the harvest is as strong as the weeds.  That's worth pausing on for a while.  The harvest is as
strong as the weeds.  It is not going to be overwhelmed.  Our faith, the good news about Jesus which we
believe is not a weak thing which will be easily swamped, choked, killed by the ways of the world.  Sometimes
we seem to confuse the preciousness of our faith - and it is very precious - with fragility.  Our faith is a treasure
and we seem to be frightened for our treasure and treat it like old china, easily broken; or even like fairy gold,
which will vanish if investigated too closely.

No our faith, that which makes us God's children, is a strong, robust thing.  How else would it be able to
sustain us in times of difficulty?  How else would it be able not only to survive, but to thrive when Christians
are under attack and undergoing persecution?  In fact the more closely we look at our faith, (as adverse
circumstance often make us do) the more we know about it, the stronger it becomes.

The workers in the story want to go and do the weeding, they want, you see, God to do something.  They find
it difficult to see the beautiful field which was planted so well, coming up all untidy and weedy, with things
not going just as they ought.  In Jesus' day there were Pharisaic sects which wanted to weed out the unfaithful
from Israel, in terms of law-keeping and belief.  And there were sects of zealots who wanted to take direct
action to weed out the foreign powers from Israel.  And both groups wanted to do this in the name of the
Kingdom of God.

We live in an world where there are still sects, Christian or otherwise, who would like to purge the world, purge
society, make things fit in with their own tight interpretation of what God might be looking for in his world.

But Jesus says that this is not how God thinks.  It's not that he enjoys seeing a weedy field.  It's not that he
doesn't grieve over evil in the world, both in general and in particular terms.  But God is patient, and God's
kingdom demands patience.  God is patient in case any mistakes are made.  God is not one for shrugging off
collateral damage.

Because there will be a time of judgement.  There will be a time of harvest, when the plants will all be
examined to discern which is a fruit bearing seed, and which a weed.  There will be a time when everyone will
know just what is of God’s Kingdom and what is not, because then the righteous will shine like the sun in the
kingdom of their Father.  And that is possible only through the work of Jesus.

The Kingdom of God is not about what we call justice, which would weed up immediately and damage the
tender shoots of faith in the process.  God’s justice is always tempered with his mercy.  When people say that
so-and-so didn’t deserve whatever measure of suffering has befallen them we should ask ourselves, according
to what scale of justice?  If we are judging according to the real evil that some (few) people display in their
lives, then no, many ordinary people do not deserve the suffering that comes to them.  But what if the standard
is that of God’s holiness?  Set against that standard, we all deserve far more suffering than comes our way for
which we should be ever thankful.  St. Paul teaches that the wages of sin is death.  He doesn’t say the wages
of certain sins, or of the really bad sins, but of all, of any sin.  And all of us sin and mar God’s perfect image
in us.

But the free gift of God is eternal life.  God’s justice is always tempered by mercy.  His mercy is possible
without violating his justice because of Jesus.  So when we ask “Why doesn’t God do something?” we should
remember that he has.  He has acted, has intervened most decisively in the world, when he sent his Son.

Just as the act of sowing the seed in the field is not one which at the time is remarked on as being significant,
so Jesus’ life and death were not recognised at the time as being that pivotal moment when God intervened in
the world.  God sent his Son, and because of that there are children of the kingdom whose faith is growing and
bearing fruit in the world, even though there are many weeds which would try to stop that happening.  God
sent his Son, and so wherever there is evil, you will also find the children of God - maybe quieter, maybe not
drawing such public attention as the showiness of the weeds, but there all the same.

The Kingdom of God reveals itself gradually, not through the Jews' expected military campaign, and equally



not through God giving instant judgement on the wrongs we see and acknowledge - or even the wrongs we
don't see or prefer to forget.  God isn’t the God of instant answers.  He is prepared to have patience, waiting
until all who will, turn from their own way to allow themselves to be embraced by his love.  It’s not how he
planned the world, but it will achieve the same end, and God’s children will at the last be vindicated, and evil
done away with.  Until then the weeds and the seed grow side by side, and we trust in God’s mercy to bring
better than justice to ourselves and to the world.

Amen.


